Name: ________________________

Task
Watch at least three episodes of David Attenborough’s Planet Earth or Blue Planet.
Recommended episodes relating to your studies: Cities, Deserts, Jungles and
Grasslands.
Complete the quizzes on BBC Bitesize for your current topic to recall KS3 and GCSE
knowledge.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zrw76sg
Read a National Geographic Magazine. Can be purchased or viewed online.
Visit the Science Museum earthquake exhibition in London, South Kensington.
Read the ‘Prisoners of Geography’ book series- available from Miss Boland
Create a dictionary of all the key words you have learnt.
Write a practice essay about a current topic. Ask your teacher for a question!
Look at Geography in the news daily and keep a log/print out of the main stories that
emerge to do with your studies.
Produce revision key cards for every topic that we study each half term.
Watch the following films- What can they tell you about the world?
Rio
Slumdog Millionaire
The Impossible
San Andreas
The Lion King
Avatar
Buy a globe or world map and learn locational knowledge from it. – you can improve
this with quizzes online such as Sporcle.
Print a past paper from the AQA past papers online and practice it in exam conditions
and timings. Mark schemes also online for instant marking or see a teacher!
Create a revision resource to share with the group.
Suggested booksMaphead: Charting the Wide, Weird World of Geography Wonks- Ken Jennings
Don't Know Much About Geography: Everything You Need to Know About the World but
Never Learned- Kenneth Davies
Divided- Geography Series by Tim Marshall
How Britain Really Works: Understanding the Ideas and Institutions of a Nation- Stig
Abell
Step By Step- Simon Reeve
The Hobbit- JRR Tolkien
Factfulness- Hans Rosling
Find more suggestions here: https://www.nationalgeographic.org/news/booklistgeography-in-fiction/
Follow our Instagram account to stay up to date with news and suggested reading
articles: stjosephsgeography

Completed?

